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Online IISEE Seminar by Dr.Md.Shafuil ISLAM
(Mar.12th)
By Dr. Tatsuya Azuhata, Director of IISEE

On Friday, March 12th, we held the online IISEE seminar for
earthquake engineering to exchange information on the
current status of earthquake disaster mitigation measures
between the present and past IISEE training course
participants and IISEE staff. To trigger the discussion, we
asked Dr. Md. Shafiul ISLAM to give us his lecture.
Shafiul san is an ex-participant of the IISEE (2014-2015.)
and earned his doctor's degree from Tohoku University two
years ago. His lecture's title was "A rapid seismic evaluation
method and recent activities on earthquake disaster
mitigation measures in Bangladesh." From the IISEE, Dr.
Azuhata introduced recent seismic research topics in Japan
and the current status of this year's training course. After the
presentations, we discussed each other freely using Spatial
Chat.
For this seminar, we invited ex-participants only from Latin
America considering time differences. Nine ex-participants
attended the workshop.

Online IISEE Seminar by Dr.Fukuyama
(Apr.26th)
By Dr. Tatsuya Azuhata, Director of IISEE

The next online IISEE Seminar will be held online on April
26th. We will invite Dr. Fukuyama, Director of Building
Department, NILIM, for this seminar and request him to
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present his experiences for natural disaster mitigation
measures obtained through past tremendous disasters such
as the 1995 Kobe and the 2011 Tohoku Earthquakes and
some international cooperative projects. Furthermore, he will
suggest some future visions for realizing more resilient
structures and cities to us, based on such experiences. We
spare the time to discuss with him and other attendees freely
by SpatialChat. We expect that you share his precious
experiences with all attendees and deepen your thoughts on
natural disaster mitigation by participating in this seminar
and the discussion.
IISEE Seminar
Date and time: April 26, 15:00 – 17:00 (JST)
Title: Our Earthquake Engineering - Walk together towards
everyone's smiles Lecturer: Hiroshi FUKUYAMA
We have sent an invitation to the seminar to all the exparticipants of the Earthquake Engineering training course
around the world. Please follow the instruction in the email
and pre-register if you wish to participate or even watch the
recorded seminar afterward through the on-demand
distribution system.

